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In Spartan Bookstore

Times, Dates Mixed
Manager Wineroth
Ily l’ADDI BENSON
Spartan Daily Photo Editor
Erroneous final ex ant n at ion
I in the Spartan
seheihiles %%ere f
Bookstore stacked near the entrance turnstiles and the cheek -out
stands for easy student consumption
afternoon.
Hari, Vr ineroth. manager of the
Spatial, Book -tore. and Dr. Harrison
testing officer, said the
plitni -dualities eittirel mixed up
the ri si I CI dates and times for cla-s
final e.ammati iiii
The final examination schedules in both yesterday’s and
today’s Spar fa n Daily are
correct.
incroth explained the phonies
were railed to his attention by a

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
long-haired,
Two
UTICA, N.Y.
bearded New York State policemen returned home yesterday, ending their
nine-month stay with the hippies,
which culminated in one of the biggest
drug raids in the state’s history early
yesterday morning.
CORONADO, CALIF. The skipper
of the USS Pueblo, Cmdr. Lloyd M.
Bucher, denied before a Navy court of
inquiry each of the 17 Communist
charges that his ship violated North
Kitten!’ waters.
PRAGUE -- Students demanding the
same reforms for which Jan Palach
gave his life said yesterday the Czech
government leaders "just don’t understand" their position.
WA8BINGTON -- President Richard M. Nixon encountered his first
Senate roadblock yesterday when action was delayed at least another 24
hours on his nomination of Walter J.
nickel. governor of Alaska, as secretary of the interior.
PARIS --- Heart -of-the-matter talks
on peace in Vietnam will begin Saturday, according to U.S. Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge.
VAN NUYS - Jared Hill, 25, nf La
Crescenta, has been convicted of mutilating the American flag when the
Southem California artist used the flag
to make a Nehru jacket.

Fall Commencement
Scheduled Friday;
1479 To Graduate
Neville Sanford. director of the institute for the Study of Human Problems
and proftssor in the psychology and
education departments at Stanford
University will be the speaker before
the 1479 graduates at the SJS commencement exercises Friday, Jan. 31,
at 5:30 p.m. in San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Holder of three honorary degrees,
Dr, Sanford received his A.B. degree
at the University of Richmond in 1929,
his M.A. degree at Columbia University in 1930 and his Ph.D. in 1934 at
Harvard University.

complaint from an irate professot
charging the bookstore with the
mistake. "1k e’Ne iwen out of tlw
schedules for the last 10 days,"
Wineroth said. "It is a deliberate
attenipt to mess the kids up."
l’he false schedule is lighter in
weight and in color of ink. The
tiii6t noticeable inbaake 6 a smear
tot the false scheduling of the 2:30
Croup II claseies.
-’cliey are unauthorized and contain a lot of errors," said Dr. Heath.
"It looks so much like the real one
you van hardly tell. Students should
look in the fall semester schedule
of dames on page 20 if they have
any doubt," he said.
Neither Dr. Heath nor Wineroth
had any factual knowledge as to
who was responsible for the erroneous schedules.
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Finals Schedule

Group I classes meef daily, MWF, M, W, F, MWTh, MTWF, MWThF, MW,
MF, WF.
Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MITh, MTThF, MTWTh, TWThF.

CLASS TIME

GROUP

7:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
1 1:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
and time of final.

TEST DATE
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Thursday, Jan. 30
Thursday, Jan. 30
Friday, Jan. 24
F-riday. Jan. 24
Monday, Jan. 27
Monday, Jan. 27
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Monday, Jan. 27
Monday, Jan. 27
Friday, Jan. 24
Friday, Jan. 24
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Thursday, Jan. 23
Friday, Jan. 24

Experimental history I7A class examinations

TEST HOURS
7:30-9:45
10-12:15 p.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
7:30-9-45 a.m.
7:30-9:45
10-12:15 p.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
7:30-9:45 a.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
7:30-9:45 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
3:30-57:.495:1p5.mp..m".

check with instructor for date

Night classes’ finals are from 7-9:15 p.m.
Thursday nigh+ classes Thursday, Jan. 23
Monday night classes Monday, Jan. 27
Tuesday nigh+ classes Tuesday, Jan. 28
Wednesday nigh+ classes Wednesday, Jan. 29
**If desired, the time of +his examination may be changed to 4:30-6:45 Pm
5 and 5:30 classes will have their finals at the las+ regular class meeting.
Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option of the instructor,
extend over the two examination periods which they control.
Classes meeting on the hour will take exams with classes meeting the previous
half-hour, i.e., a 9 a.m. Group II class meets on Thursday with the 8:30 Group
II classes.

New Addition to Regist ration:
One More Card for Spring
Registration lines will again weave
about campus, Feb. 12, 13 and 14, despite student outcry for computerized
registrat ion.
The lines will be controlled and
monitored by members of the Registrar’s office. They have established the
following procedure for registration:
Upon entering a line, students will
he given special coded computer cards.
These cards insure that no late -comer
will be able to "Cut" into the line, but

they do not reserve a space, or allow
the bearer to leave the line.
Students must show the card before
entering the registration pre-emtories.
Lines will be marked with reference
to specific entry times and letter categories early in the morning.
Memlwrs of Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, will be manning registration lines. Members of
Tau Delta Phi, scholastic honorary fraternity, will direct stndents through
the maze of card filings In the library.

SCARS Aids
Future SJS
Reg Problems
"We will have the long lines again,
hopefully for the last time at San Jose
State."
So says SCARS, in explaining that
no changes in registration can be expected for the spring semester.
SCARS is the State College Admissions, Registration and Scheduling
Conunittee, minus the C for Committee, bcause that would mess up everything, including the appropriate name.
SCARS’ job, according to spokesman
Dr. Donald L. Hunt, is to modernize
the SJS system for admission, registration, and scheduling.
Dr. Hunt explained that the delay
in registration improvement stems
from the problem that the admissions
system must be streamlined before effective steps can be taken to improve
registration.
A team was formed in August at the
request of Pres. Robert D. Clark to introduce the new admissions program,
which should result in "more rapid
processing of students requests to enter SJS." Previously, applicants for admission were compelled to wait as
many as four months before final action on their applications was taken.
Principal members of the SJS team
are John Montgomery, director of admissions; Van Collister, director of
vomputing; Dean E. J. Harrington,
dean of Undergraduate Studies; and
Dr. Hunt, director of Institutional
Studies. The project is under the general direction of Dr. William Dusel,
executive vice president.
SCARS is actually a pilot program
for the entire state college system, you
SJS guinea pigs. The planning has involved representatives from San Francisco, Sonoma, and Hayward State Colleges.
AS &TS pilots the new system, other
eolleges in the state will have an opportunity to examine the operation and
adopt all or part of the system as they
see fit.
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STRIKING TEACHERS from the American Federation of Teachers spent
Monday night in the office of SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark to try to bring
about negotiations to end their two-week strike at SJS. But the 28 professors were not the only persons spending the cold night in Tower Hall.
Spartan Daily photographer Diana Kelly, who took the pictures appearing
on pages one and seven of today’s issue, also inhabited the Tower. In the
photo above left, AFT spokesman Dave Elliott, professor of speech-communication, inflates an air mattress he slept on. Directly above, an unidentified man brings supplies into the president’s conference room. And in the
photo to the right, Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, president of AFT, and Gordon Greb, associate professor of journalism and AFT informational officer
confer on strategy matters.

Teachers Leave Clark’s Of fice
Between 9 and 9::10 this morning.
25 striking Ameriean Federation of
Teachers (AFTi members left the offires of Pres. Robert D. Clark after
a 48 hour sit-in.
The purpose of the sit-in or the
"around the eloek mnference" as the
AFT termed it, Was to give Pres. Clark
every chance to eonfer with the strikers on the five-day regulation ruling
which has been applited to some 25
to 30 instructors.
Pres. Clark was nnt available for
comment but met with the AFT strikers in his office yesterday morning for
a half hour.

He told the striking instructors that
he intended to go before the Board of
Trustees meeting in Sacramnto yesterday and today to present there with
the resolution passed by Academic
Council Monday night.
The resolution said the Education
ende, which provides for the "automatic resignation" of faculty absent
without leave for five consecutive days,
denied due process of law and had
never been intended to be used against
employees of striking union.
Pmfessor David Elliott, spokesman
for the AFT. said that to his knowledge
no instructor had received any letters
from the administration.
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From The Editor

roe

On Being ’Stoned’
ith this final issue of the semester,
I leave the editorship of the nenspaper
a far 33 i-er person than %lien I first

group try to influence my decisions in
any vvay. l’he same, Ito% ev er. can’t be

entered it.

From the first issue until the last
I’ve had students pressuring ine on
how the paper should lw run. I took

I

discovered

that

people believe

only %%hat they want to believe, and if
%%hat the!, read in the news pages
doesn’t agree nith what they vvant,
then the Daily is naturally lying.
I disco% ered that it’s all very well to
tell your reporters to print just the
truth v% ithout showing any bias in a
story. but it’s another thing to get such
art article. Not that writing biased
stories is intentional. Trying to cover
an event about which you have a great

said for students.

the

iew that the entire spectrum of

on this page and you, the reader,
should make up your own mind on the
article’s value. I would not act as a
censor of philosophies, even though I

Daily. Those who found they couldn’t

so they could do with as they pleased.

e are student journalists, attempting to put into practice many of the

the Daily outside of the Journalism

ideals of journalism in which we be-

Department so the editor would not be

lieve. Sometime:3 we make mistakes,

dictated to by the faculty. But again,

but at all times we have tried to be

not once this semester has the depart-

honest v%ith our reatlers.

ment ordered tne in any manner on
how to run the paper. Indeed, I did
things of which the department may
not have approved. but then it was iny
choice to make.
The paper was blessed this semester
nit!’ an outstanding staff nhich spent
tnany extra hours trying to produce a
fair and true report of campus activities. I’m proud to have been a member of such a staff.
Next semester the Daily, under new
leadership. will move on to further
horizons. Then, to the pleasures of a
great many, the paper will move from
"Stoneage."
P.S.

and then some. Some conunents range
from ultra conservative SOB to radical
liberal SOB; from a "nigger loving" SOB to a racist SOB. Perhaps the
fact that these critics all used the same
noun has a message for me somewhere.
At the beginning of the semester I
was worried about the pressures the
administration and the journalism department would put on me. My fears
%%ere unfounded. Not once did either

use the Daily decided they would at-

Others have suggested means to have

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
The college newspaper often is labeled
the -barometer of a campus life." What
is written more or less reflects the general theme of the college.
During this semester, it is evident that
201111C colleges or universities seemed more
Nibrant and involved with the surrounding
community and world than others.
College papers, then. tell a tale of students* faculty and administrators, some
sacrificing time., energy and talent to make
their social and educational system the
best. These publications paint a picture of
superficial or deeply involved human beings either interacting or being pushed
around by the higher educational institution.
In SOHO. cases, they show a lack Of l’0111.
10 interest and activism, hitt niore
Offen
papers portray an abiding sense
of apathy and inactivity.
The main thing a campus newspaper can
illustrate is that the idea anti issues grasping students and others are c
on to
us all.
This mutual bond. while hidden below
the viirface, is a link to encourage students
in the continuing solution of common
problems and goals.
The seeming unanimity of campus minds
eau hello to bridim or widen the gap be.
tween the college and the outside cont.
ty.
But, the citizen. whether he aupports
contemporary U.S. higher education or not,
cannot afford to iiunore or disregard the
torch students are picking up to "illumine
the world
In reading and interpretirw campus
newspaper articles, one is aware of a tua-

Imo

Thrust and Parry

to change the entire nature of the

tempt to wrangle control of the paper

been called every name in the book,

Dr. Clark’s finally solved the housing problem.

articles.

time.

skin rather early in the semester. I’ve

Well,

personally disagreed with some of the
Then there were those who wanted

1

consciously synchronized parallel of events
shared on campuses in California and the
n at ion.
It is blatantly by’
that the joys and
sorrows experienced by- those at SJS are
not endured alone ...
The number of common things shared
by various colleges is phenomenally large.
Semesters or quarters start otit traditionally with registration hassles, lack of
housing and half-adequate parking facilities. As the semester progressed, construe.
tion delays ciii dorms and College Unions.
Bookstore profits anti policies worried student governments. Lock-out continued to
agitate coed dormies.
Pass-fail became a godsend just as parking became a hassle. The quarter system
and admissions still worry semester colleges.
Black Student Unions established themselves on campuses and demanded Black
Studies, human rights committees anti the
removel of racism as they saw it.
Along this line, scores of campuses
pushed for aid to starving Biafra. Days
of concern and convocation discussed the
legality of ROTC, and the feasibility of
gripe and teacher evaluation committees.
The grape boycott drew wide adherenee
fr
Northern, Central and Southern
California college,. Concern was %liked on
how college mones could be obtained out.
side of state funds.
Selected students continued to posh for
on faculty boards while
representat
many others don’t even join planning
committees.
This is the 3/1111 anti Iasi closeup of other
campus.. i It’s been fun for
. . . :111.1
until another time, "so long!"

dent throughout the rest of the meeting
that the problem extended beyond a momentary hearing failure
it was a per-

political thought should be presented

personal feeling. and yet write a story
not shoning that feeling, is very difficult. If you don’t think so, try it some

Xti editor learns to develop a thick

4-"",

"I come from the ghettos and I don’t
talk your $2.00 language. IN hat I want to
know is when art. you going to cut out
ass. and start makthis crap, get off
ing this system releant?"
So stated Phil Conners, Ilav ward State
ASB Vice President to Chancellor Glenn
S. Dunike at the recent California State
College Student Presidents Association
meeting.
‘I can’t hear vou," -stated Chaincellos Dumke.
Although in this instance it was a hearing problem Is ith the ChanctIlor, after the
ensuing laughter died down it became evi-

Leary-Bradley Inspire Replies
Smell of Brimstone

Blissful Ignorance

Editor:

Editor:

Comes the prophet (Timothy Leary) to
preach against the forces of
evil thus: "Is this your reason for being here
to learn how to operate
eomputers?"
I teach something about computers and
generally raise hell with administrators. Mr.
Leary merely seconds the notion, often held
in the lackey levels of the administration,
that there is a smell of brimstone about me.
Now brace yourselves, I feel a cosmic principle aborning. The oriental world has long
divided its good and evil forces into the Yang
and the Yin.
Has the western world stumbled to its
cosmic equivalent, the Leary and the Laurie?
You will forgive me if I leaven this letter
with even more 1-s and take my leave
laughing.

our campus to

From Senator

Clark Bradley’s comments of

Monday, January 20, it appears that the 1969
Legislator will be tightening "up our pornoggraphy

laws." Isn’t guilt

wonderful!

It also seems as though this Legislator

no longer tolerate campus

"will

revolution." John

Kennedy (the late President, remember?) proposed, "when peaceful revolution is made ianpossible, violent revolution is made inevitable." Isn’t ignorance bliss!
It further appears as though the results of
this Legislator (according to Clark) "regarding the crisis in our colleges

mine

may well deter-

the political future of marii Legislators."

Isn’t opportunity grand!
Robert [’rent ky
A6589

Edward J. Laurie
Professor of Management

Guest Room

Hayakawa and Language Cult
By ARTURO B. FALLICO
Professor of Philosophy
Long ago Is-Idle surveying the odd cult
established near the University of Chicago
hy A. Korybsky and his followers, I
thought that it would surely die a quiet
and unnoticed death by neglect of reput-

able scholarship of language studies. It
never occurred to me that its demise would
come hy execution at the hand of one of
its devotees, Dr. Ilayakawa, about a quarter of a century later. The creator of this
marginal science, Dr. A. Korzybsky, hail

devised a theory relative to the use of
language which lie claimed to be specially
suited to the curing of neuroses caused by
misuse of langmage. The book-source was
titled. as I recall. Language and Sanity.
The main intent of this simplistic theory
of language had lo do with language in
action, and so, it quickly took on the character of a muddy mixture of a pseudo
seientific-religio-psychiatric
cure-all for
every Itionini ailment. The theory had a
certain fascination for many middle-aged
school martins, 80111e of whom, no doubt
still revere it. The test of the validity of
this strange linguistic medicament rested
on relating human language to human
act:,,n in renovating values. Its aim was
the liberation of humans from static and
misguided language-action habits. The ensiling failures of ibis proposed panacea
v.-as always excused in the easy manner in
which ;ill failures of theories and beliefs
are usually excused: "They have never
been tried!"
Now without tholight of any risk to himself and to general semantics. Dr. Playakawa has courageously finally attempted
to piit language into action according to
the lights of general semantics, probably
to put an end to all doubts as to its usefulness and truth The residts of his experiment are now before us to allow some
judgment on the efficacy of General Semauties and Dr. Ilavakawa. am about to
quesCou that it took courage to attempt
the great experiment, even if the alotives

for undertaking it remain ambiguous. But,
from the signs of the Deed in all its colorful display evert now in progress, sonic of
the things which CHO he deduced are:
I. When language is put to the test of
action the first requisite is to make sure
that language refers not to things as they
are, but to things as the l’owers That Are
say they must be;
2. The first effect of language in action
must he to increase tension, contention,
bitterness and despair among men. Language in action must not be at the servire
of reason, but of unreason so that irrationality may prevail:
3. Language in action prescribes that,
before lie speaks, a man must make sure
that he does not "lose his soul," (God forhid) but sell it to the highest political
bidder;
4. The best semantically determined language advises against all creative change
in favor of any status quo which preserves
peace, even in its total absence;
5. language in action must be resolutely
anti-historical or at least remain silent
about history: nothing has really happened since Zeus raped Leda in mitl-air;
6. the language which enters into act
begins with the recognition that eiltwat
has long enjoyed the status of a high und
respected profession, in no way ever interfered with or impaired by politicians;
7. language in action recognizes that all
protective llll i lmism is the work of a secret international Communist conspiracy
out to destroy Dr. Ilayakawa, Governor
Reagan, and American Motherhood.
I have chosen only seven of the implicitfirms of Dr. Ilavakawa’s magnificent test
of General Semantics- only to stay within
a mystical number, befitting a Inv siic..I
theory and its highly illumined Master.
It’s too bail that it all is dying, albeit it
in splendorous funerial apotheosis. All
that is needed is a deserving epitaph,
perhaps:
paea!
since on nom
Rouquiescat

validate.

manent problem involving a loss of understanding. The Chancellor did not "hear"
any of the state college delegates in terms
of demonstrating sympathy or understanding of campus problems.
The Chancellor filially answered Alr.
Conners’ remark ivith a criticism of foul
language among students. Ile gave no answer to the question of how the Trustees
could be responsible to student edueational needs or even understand them when
they were not educators but wealthy men
chosen on the basis of canipaign support
to the Governor.
Shortly after Russ Bass, ASB pre4dent
of Sari Francisco State, left the room for
a long distance call a question came up
concerning the investigation of Associated
Students’ financial spending at that campus. The Chancellor answered nothing on
the why or nothing on the question. Ile
said, "Von might ask Mr. Bass if he knew
this question was coming up. Perhaps that
is why lie left the room."
Chancellor Otunke’s one definite statenient was that anyone who advocated violence as an answer to the problems of the
state colleges would he removed. Ile hail
no comment to the question. "Isn’t that
what Ronald Reagan is doing?"
In short, what one learned from the
Chancellor was that it was not the duty
of the Trustees to work with or for students, faculty and in most cases (we all
know the exception at San Francisco State)
presidents of the college system, but to
use his own quote, "selr the colleges to
the public.
And you can’t sell campus violence.
So that leaves the Chancellor and Trustees with two alternatives: Seek to find
out the why of the problem: di
tt.rest,
dissatisfaction, frustration with indoctrination rigidity and racism, and an unresponsiveness that finallv blows up in everyone’s
face.
Or, you respond to what you believe is
your constiteer market (the public) and
stop your product from losing, its sellable

bright
looking package often makes people overlook its contents. So to preserve this package, as the Chancellor said, "We must
crush the violence."
So we get laws, roles and codes which
but
is the easy way. Since only a small
percentage of the campuses
growing
want violence, or seek it as a solution to
problems, the public will readily respond
to statement:4 against violence. Perhaps if
the Chancellor faced the problems using
statements against the causes of the situathe public
the difficult way
tions
would know why the current crisis has
arisen. Perhaps then those involved could
begin to talk to one another.
But no one can talk so long as the Chancellor can’t hear.
image, regardless of the quality. A
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Human Problems in Vietnam
Buddhist’s Topic Sunday
"Iltiiii
in South
Vietnam’
dl be the topic a
Vt/ Vail A
.prech Sunday at
11 a.m. iii ihe Chapel of Reconciliation. Campos C’hrist ian
Center, loth alai San Carlos
Streets.
Van Ai, seeretary general of
the Overseas Vietnamese Buddhist Association, is presently
on a national speaking tour concerned with "Freeing the Political Priquilers in South Vietnant’s
l’he national tow. will emphasize "the isilitical and social situation in South Vietnam during
the negotiation period," and the
future political picture of VilflDarn as a whole.
The Buddhist .kssociation was
JET CHARTERS
Fire summer flights of 4 to 13 weeks from
A. to Amsterdam, return from Brussels

$290 to $295 r.t.
Ione way S175)
For details write to Prof Frank Peal, 247
Roycrolf Are., Long Beach 90$03: 434.2171

set up in 1963 by the leading
Vietnamese monk Thich Nhitt
Hanh to "carry on abroad the
struggle against the dictatorial
govenunent of Ngo Binh Diem."
Van Ai vvas imprisoned in 1949
by the French at the age of 11,
and later became active in the
Buddhist resistance movement.
He has also worked fur the Buddhist Youth Movement and the
Buddhist Social .Movernent in
Central Vietnam.
Today, according to the press
release on Van Ai, he is "in effect
the chief overseas representative
of the militants of the Church."
This movement, the release
continued, was responsible for
the fall of the Diem regime in
196:1, waged the "Buddhist revolt
in northern South Vietnam in
which today. is re1966, and
garded as the "key to new political grouping in the Suuth."
Van Ai has written seven volumes. including works in poetry,
criticism, philosophy, and nonviolent revolution.

FoR
CAREERS WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

On-Campus Examination Schedule
FEDERAL SERVICF: ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
Saturday, February 1, 1969 8:30 a.m.
Benson Memorial Center
Room 229
l’niversity of Santa Clara
Saturday, March 15, 1969 8:30

a.m.
Journalism Building
Room 141
San Jose State College
Open to All Seniors and Grad Students

sk’.

WE RENT TELEVIS ION
We Give Student Rates
Immediate Delivery
Black & White - Color
New & Used
Sales & Service

fiction relehfien
1850 W. San Carlos
13tV

11
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San Jose

292-3457
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’Food Lift’ Made
To Waffle Towers
By 200 Students

8th & Santa Clara
Fri., Sat.,

Jan. 17, 18, 19
tinecica"s Finest Authentic
English Fish 8, Chips

--Phcto

Real Estate Club

Business on Campus
Big businessmen of both national and local prominence are
becoming more socially involved
WU] concerned in the educational
system at SJS, as shown by the
naming of two advisers recently
to the Rho 1..:psilon Real Estate
Fraternity.
The two new advisers are
Neal Phillips, vice president of
R. A. Watt Co., from Los Angeles and Emmette Gatewood, a
realtor from Los Gatos.
Phillips will be flying from
Los Angeles for the Rho Epsilon
meetings every two weeks to
serve in his capacity as an adviser to the club.

ing this semester that "Fourth
Street has been like the Great
Wall of China between the city
and the college." He urged that
it is time for the college and the
city to start working together
in the future.

Break fast Served From 6 A.M. to 11 A.M.
Open 6 A.M. to Midnight

LANCASHIRE LAD
8th & SANTA CLARA
Mflighlrn

(I 080- o/-

W,hoj .0/

IVIIWAVV.AVY W

5% Discount on Ski Sweaters
with Student Body Card
Mt. View

Open ’fil 9 p.m., Mon. -Sat.
967 3037

Last chance for the Air Force
ROTC test until the fall of 1969
is Feb. 1 at 8 a.m. in MH324.
Applicants with two years of
undergraduate or graduate studies remaining in the fall of 1969
may contact the Office of Aerospace Studies, MH407.
Prospective students may apply before the testing date in
M11408 or at the schisluled time
of the test.

Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY

D. CAMPAGNA,

Jr.,

owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

Gordon said everyone connected with the club was highly enthused about having this businessman of national eminence in
the field of real estate come to
SJS and take such a keen interest in student affairs.
"Neal Phillips is one of the
fastest moving executives in the
country," Gordon stated.
Gatewood, owner of Gatewood
Realty in Los Gatas, was recently
elected president of the California Real Estate Associate which
has a membership of 36,00).
Staying on as an adviser to the
organization for the spring semester will be councilman John
F. Lisher.
Lisher has been working to
improve relations between the
city and the college and stated
in a talk at a Rho Epsilon meet-

The sale of spring semester
parking permits has been announced by campus security office. Permits will go on sale at
Morris Dailey Auditorium, 8 am.
Wednesday, Feb. 12, The semester permits ccnts $13.
Special sale of permits to dormitory residents will take place
Feh. 13 and 14 at Hoover Hall.
Security officers predict heavy
demand will result in long lines
at Morris Dailey.

SALES

PHONE 213-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

FISH AND CHIPS
"ITALIAN STYLE"
That’s right, Italian style. The Spartan House
makes their fish and chips from the choicest
filet of sole and special-cut russet potatoes, both
deep fried to a golden brown. The differenc,e is
that Spartan House adds genuine Italian sour
dough bread and butter. This gives Spartan
House Fish and Chips a special added goodness
that’s hard to find anywhere else. Good show,
paisano!

cpartatt
*we
150 E. San Carlos
(corner of 4th St.)
292-2840

SERVICE

RENTALS

january
ciearance

ALE

Regularly $15 to $35
MEN’S JACKETS
Now 9.90
Regularly $5
WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
Now 3.99
Regularly 3 for 5.50
COTTON T-SHIRTS
Now 3 for 4.39
Regularly $1
STRETCH SOCKS
Now .79

.rotsf

ev"‘.

Do.c+
.

’1jo"\..

99¢

79c

featuring
ks,
Vehra SI1liS,
Tortle
DresN and Npoli
lockets, Shirts
Bell Bottom and
Double Breasted
Sem e Pipe Slacks
rnglish Cut Suits
Exciting Sueuters
Dress Shirts
Atcessories, jell elry.
Belts. Ties. Scarfs

Moderne Drug Co.

LANCASHIRE LAD
Giant Fish Sandwich
ALSO
Giant Ham, Beef, Pork Barbecue
Sandwich

UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

1742 El Camino Real at El Monte

(Good Thru Remainder Of School Year)

S1.35
294

The "food lift" won’t rival
the Berlin airlift in size and
scope, but Tim Duffy, junior history major, organizer of the
think it
event, said "Frankly,
worked beautifully."

AFROTC Tests

IMPORTANT!

Fish "N Chips
Prawns, Scallops, Oysters & Chips

8,o, S

WHEN SJS DORMITORY residents say "pass the bread," or
"pass the milk," they do it in a big way. Two hundred students
toted 1400 pounds of foodstuff from trucks to Waffle Towers
Saturday morning. De:ivery men have been honoring picket
lines.

Get Otte Free (With This Ad)

Student Discount Card
10% Off On Fish Items

EE i:nduPprink:17..

Malachi’s

The driveway of the Waffle
Towers has been blocked by picketeers, and delivery men have
honored the picket line by keeping their food and garbage trucks
away.

Buy One Order Fish ’N Chips

4:et

1

id..1111111illintlIBIlltlIBBIBB11111111111BUIllililltillIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIi1111112Lise Croii
= ROB HINISL VOLKSWAGEN
Manager
E 1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
Overseas
Delivery
286-8800
: NSIN. JOSE
= I’m interested in buying a Voliswagen here nd picking
Neese send me your illustreted brochoie

eureomoto =
a=
141.../X
E Address
Saturday morning 200 deter- =
r City
State
Zio Code
mined students passed the bread, F0111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMT!
1,400 pounds
meat, and milk
through the rain to Waftotal
fle Towers ill lieu of the usual
food delivery’ procedures.

Parking Permits
On Sale Feb. 12

Grand Opening
Lancashire Lad

1

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.

Rent and be sure . . .
At the Wildcat Ski Shop you can be
assured that the rentals you get will
add to your safety and skiing enjoyment. New buckle boots and
step-in bindings are standard
at Wildcat. We feature Fischer, metal,
and wood skis tailored with the safest
bindings available to meet your skiing
ability. We also have group rates so
come to Wildcat and step into the

AND MUCH MUCH
MORE! GREAT
SAVINGS ON
SUITS,
SPORTCOATS,
SLACKS
EVERYTHING!
HURRY & SAVE!

best equipment on the market.
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

ALMADEN

4SPARTAN DAILY

Wednesday, January 22, 1969

WHAT ABOUT USED BOOKS?
Your Bookstore must be guided by the following value points
in deciding which used books to buy and how much to pay for them.

I. TOP VALUE:
Books in current edition which will be used again next semester
as required texts. They must be in good resaleable condition.
50 per cent of current nw pric will b paid plus an early sale
bonus of 10 per cent.

II. MARKET VALUE:
Wholesale distributors will buy books in current edition not
being used on our campus. They will pay the going market
price and must ship these books to warehouses and take a
a7r77that they can resell them to another school.

III. NO VALUE:
Books in poor condition (with broken bindings, excessive underlining, missing pages, etc.) have no value. Also, old editions are valueless. Authors and publishers are constantly trying to improve the quality of their text by revisions.

The Bookstore can purchase only those used books that it has been assured will be used during the next semester. If it purchases other titles, it acts only as an agent for +he used book wholesaler and will pay his established market price. This is a service, only.
Remember, if you occasionally have an old edition or a book that has been dropped from the
required list, your Bookstore also has probably gotten stuck with many similar editions.
WE URGE YOU TO KEEP YOUR TEXT BOOKS in your major fields and any others which
you will be using for reference.
But, those books you do want to sell SHOULD BE BROUGHT IN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
so you may receive the highest price consisten+ with their resale value.

We need your books so will pay top prices.

cpaptan gook4tope
"rlynt on campuJ

1
Jump Ball

JOHN
NICHOLSON

SPARTAN BUZZ NYQUIST
battles Santo Clara’s Rud 09.
den for a jump ball in Saturday’s West Coast Athletic
League crucial won by the
Broncos, 64-49. Nyguist, only
a sophomore, has been a
spot sub for Dan Glines’ crew.
The 6-5 Nycluist is one of nine
sophomores currently playing
for SJS.

287-1576

DAILY -5

Wednesday, January 22, 1989
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IlliRWOMOR WORTHY 01 F11101 AND AIIVRAORCS
C04.11 TO PROCTOR.’ FOR TIII HST VALLI’S

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

LOOK UP

EUROPE JET CHARTERS
only top dates:

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to g0
home for peanuts- (or whatever mom cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
Diego, $19.85. Super 727 Jets.

from L.A. 6-18/9-6
from N.Y. 6-21/9-4

$279
$199

Other flights available.
Call (213) 274 0729 or mei!
coupoe for free tnfo to
Erika Kahn c o.

\ 1
sl I 1111 \
9875 Santo Monica B.
Beverly Hills
Nemo
Street
City

PSA gives you a IN 1.

Zip

WIN
A COMPLETE WEEK IN

SQUAW VALLEY
SIGN UP FOR THE SEMESTER BREAK
SKI WEEK
Feb. 2-7, 1969
5 all day lifts
5 nights lodging

Olympic
Village
Hotel
Two
per

All for $67.50 each

Cagers Break
To Reorganize
The SJS hanktiball teem is
taking a break from the rage
wars to regroup after its loss to
the University of Sante Clara
Saturday night.
The Spartans, who fell intc. a
second platte tie in the West
Coast Athletic Contemner following the 64-49 loss to the nationally third ranked Broncos, are idle
until Friday, Feb. 1 when .they
play host to the University of
Nevada in an 8 p.m. non-league
encounter.
The Spartans, who are tied
with the University of Pacific
with 4-1 records in WCAC PlaY
trail Santa Clara (5-01 by a
game.
Cohy Dietriek, 6-10 junior forward, pares the Spartans on the
season in seoring with a 16.1
average after 19 contests. Dietrick is averaging 14 points a
game in the five loop games.
Following. Dietrick in overall
scoring is sophomore center Bernell Hillman. Hillman ha.s cliPPed
in 14.8 points for 13 games and
is the team’s top scorer in league
with a 15.4 average.

Spartan’s
Sports Guide

5 Breakfasts
5 Dinners

fetotrecl

room

The FREE week award will be made at
Squaw Valley.

Sign up at: Freeman’s Ski Chalet
$25 deposit -244 S. 2nd (close to campus)
Further Info: Bob Kraft 266-0952 ( 1-5 P.M.)
Barry Scott 294-8667 (5-9 P.M.)
Your Campus Representatives

BASKETBALL
U. Nevada at S.1S, Feb. 1,
ft p.m.
St. Nlary’s at SJS, Felt. 6,
g p.m.
2101’ at ti,11S, Feb. g, 12:30 p.m.
VA% Santa Barbara. at S.IS,
Feb. 15, 14 p.m.
WRESTLING
I. all day
KIS al SFS,
Oreenn St. at SLIS, Fell. 4,
7 p.m.
KIS at Santa Barbara, Feb. 5.
8 p.m.
S.’S at Sail Diego, Felt. 6,
8 p.m.
Naval ’Eournisment, Feb 7-8,
all day
Chico State es. SilS, Feb. 14,
8 p.m.
riT3INASTICS
XIS at Fullerton. Yoh 7,
7:30 p.m.

-,zz7.1
VAUGHN FAMOUS
0 FOR T HE
As PRICE OF ’1"

sALE
Vaughn’s famous 2 for 1
sale offers you an excellent
opportunity to add to your
natural shoulder wardrobe
at handsome savings. Select
from Suits, Sport Coats,
Trousers, Shirts and Jackets . . . all 2 for the price
of 1. Come and bring’ a
friend - tvvo may participate. Offer limited.

EUROPE
One Way

15.95 Sweaters Now 2 for 15.95
6.95 Sport Shirts Now 2 for 6.95
5.95 Dress Shirts Now 2 for 5.93

Many o9h3r items ot 2 fLr the price of 1

UNIVIRRITY
OW CREDIT

CANOE WELCOME

I
Gil
.3

AT SATHER. GATE +-gm,

123 SOUTH FOI ’firl’Il ST.

Sentimental...a11(1 loz.cly.
so pervvhat other gift is so sem

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

Hillman is also the team’s top
rebounder, pulling down 173 rebounds overall and 67 in league
Reserve Bernie Veasey has the
best shooting ixtrcentage for the.
Spartans, firing at a .632 per cent
pace in league play. Tie hits at
a .547 clip overall.

Gymnasts
Nip Oregon
The SJS gymnastic squad
earned a semester break Friday
evening in the Spartan Gymnasium by nipping the University
of Oregon 12S.40-123.25.
Coach Peavy’s Spartans u.,ptured the meet the hard wily liN
taking five of six events.
All-around man Joe Sweeney
led the Spartans by capturing
the horizontal bar and parallel
bars with fine scores of 8.25 and
7.55, respectively.
But possibly the hest effort of
the meet was Doug Hills 8.6
score in winning the free exercise. Hills is the state college
champion in the free exercise.
Jim Turpin and Rich Havstad
won firsts in long horse and the
very difficult side horse events,
respectively.
Peavy was pleased in his team’s
effort which evened their record
at 1-1.
"We looked pretty gOOTI. We
are an average team with consistency all the way through,"
Peavy said. "We’re strong in a
few events and have the depth to
hold our own in the rest. Our
consistency is our key to success."
The varsity should be a consistently good team for years to
eome as it has only two upperela.ssmen, juniors Tony Spencer
and Hills.
The next meet of the year will
be on January 31 at the University of California at Berkeley.
SJS will be competing against
Cal State at L.A., Cal, and Cal
at Hayward in thy meet.

SPIVEY’S

fis0 DiSH
fPECIALS
01,
,,‘"
PRAWNS

1.49

CLAMS .

1.49

CRISP & PUFF

1.29

Deep fried Louisiana prawns,
turmy cocktail sauce.

Deep fee,l Eastern clan13,
sweet and tender.

Now 2 for 89.50
89.50 Suits
45.50 Sportwats Now 2 for 45.50
Now 2 fc,r 19.95
19.95 Slacks

$550
$325

Tender white fish filets, some
With crisp breading, some with

ABOVE ORDERS SERVED
WITH FRENCH FRIES,
COLESLAW, ROLL, BUTTER
Meir’s Swori

SPIVEY’S
COFFEE SHOPS/OPEN 24 ,HOURS
7 LOCATIONS
MTN. VI71 TITSANTA CRUZ

sonal, so timeless and cherished as die

London to San Francisco

diamond-the time-honored token of love.
’When only the finest will do, choose with
confidence from Proctor’s outstanding selection of carefully chosen diamonds.

July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8
San Francisco to Stockholm
August 31

NO MONEY DOWN

A limited number of spaces
are available for faculty, staff,
and students of The California
State Colleges

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

’

g:)A.AD

Fare: $225 one way

Otis

ter

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLPLE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. Evenings

For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Halloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

Eiectrical Engfneers
Mechanical Engineers

you
power mad?
Satisfy your ambitions at Southern California Edison.
Wespecialize in power.

transmission,

What we need are people to help us
generate, transmit and distribute it.

We’re looking even further ahead
to direct conversion methods:

In the next eight years, we must
double our generating capacity to
meet the growing demands of
Southern and Central California.

Fuel Cells. Thermionics. Thermoelectrics. Magnetohydrodynamics.

Our plans call for investing more
than a billion dollars in plants and
equipment - every three years.
Plus we’re deeply involved with
nuclear power:
We completed construction - in
1957- of the nation’s first nonmilitary nuclear-fueled generating
plant of its type to produce
electricity on a commercial basis.
Last year we completed the San
Onofre nuclear generating station,
one of the largest in the U.S.
Additional facilities are in the
planning stages.
We’re also active in EHV

both A.C. and D.C.

That’s why we need talent. And
we’re willing to pay to get it.
Good pay. Plus excellent
opportunities for advancement
into management.
Also, we’ll pick up the bills
for employees working toward an
advanced degree.
Interested? Check with your
placement office.
Or write: Personnel Recruitment
Administrator, Southern California
Edison Company. P.O. Box 351,
Los Angeles. California 90053.
Or phone collect: (213) 824-7111.

Southern California Edison
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NO COVER’ *

Elizabethan Revenge Play
To Open Spring Season

MINIMUM/

NOM!

DOUC1
St 10?Lt5S

DANCE AND SHOW

"The Duchess of Milli.- Ir)
replace
will
Webster,
John
"White Devil" as the Drama Department’s first presentation of
the spring semester, March 7.
The play was first performed
by the Kings Men, to which
Shakespeare belonged, at the
Glube and Blackfiars theaters.
"Duchess of Matti" is an Elizabethan "Tragedy of the Blood,"

recturing

c (..01411460
Ri.CT
00464
UT ‘LI

The Cornmonicotion Plus with
Gloria Scott Si Napoleon Brach

Amateur Dance Contest every Wednesday NIght. Cosh Prises
tor al! porticiponts No Cover - No minirnum.

4),Nout, FACIIITIES FOR

THE BRASS RAI L
16 641 view-Vq#0114.04 Ku. Lick keird

,

11(tn

I

nuf

ith se% en
vvith the blood and
Seniteatt reenge tra..

Idle.
j.

ger, of
gedy.
The Dttehess wilt be played
SJS production by Robyn
Pi
(,
,rd. and Antonio will be
I.\ Dennis Johnson. The
originally actIturbage, will hi.
ed
s. flays.
playi.,

266-Pf RS6S

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

’21

Special Student Rental Rates

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PH klIMACY

3 months
manual

Three months rental applies to purdses ’,Ira of any
fnechine if you decide to buy.
W Iso rent electrics. portable and standard.

Can jok, Typecepiter Co.
24 Sook Second

SUPER SAVINGS

AUTO
INSURANCE

Black & White
Color
Discount Photo Developing

Ages 1741

Cutex Polish Remover
27c
49c value

Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers.
Preferred or herd to place risks
accepted.

Nylon Hair Brush
49c
S1.00 value
Arrid Antiperspirant
$1.29 value 77c

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243.5027
Suite 205

Crest Toothpaste
790
S1.09 value
.1ElifevwftweraelmsmAa

RIO ITt RE RENTAL
MAKES APARTMENT LIVING EASY

Monthly Basis
Direct to Tenant
Desks Available
$22/Mo.
3 Rms.
Exclusive Free Transfer to any of our 14 Branches or
Nationwide Affiliates
SAN FRANCISCO
SUNNYVALE
1501 Vermont Street
1046 Morse Avenue
285-7880
734-2440
VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS

293.6383

EsfabMsbnd 100

-RENAISSANCE QUARTET" will perform Tuesday, Feb. 25 at
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall. The concert, which is being sponsored by the College Union Program Board, is free to students.

Spray Now

’Renaissance’ Players
To Give Feb. Concert
Three centuries of melodic
tunes ranging from Dante to the
Elizabethan era will be performed by the "Renaissance
Quartet" Feb. 25 at 8:15 p.m.
in Concert Hall.
The concert, which is being
sponsored by the College Union
Program Board, is free to students and $2 fur general admission.
Organized five years ago, the
Quartet is now in its third season and has released two recordings.
Guitarist for th equartet is
Raymond Lynch, who studied
guitar in Barcelona, Spain under
Eduardo Sains de la Maza. After
his studies abroad, Lynch returned to the United States where he
further studied the lute, vihuela
and guitar:
Barbara Nietiser plays the vi -

ola da gamba, President of the
Gamba Society of America, she
has recorded for several record
companies, and has performed
major works of Bach at Bach
Festivals in Cannel, Berea and
New York City.
Singer Hubert White begam his
concert career in Handers "St.
John Passion" under the baton
of Leonard Bernstein.
White has been honored at the
White House for the late President Kennedy in an evening of
Elizabethan verse and music
with the actor Basil Rathbone.
Playing the recorder will be
Mortis Newman. Newmari, founder of the Trio Flauto Dolce, in
which he plays the krummhorni
and the bassoon, has for the past
four years been involved in organizing and running schools and
seminars in recorder playing.

Play Later
Revlon now offers on special to you two irresistible fragrances: ’Intimate’ Eau de Toilette Spray
Mist and ’That Man’ cologne for men. Come in
good r_cerfs.
soon it’s just

10th Street Pharmacy
10th & Santa Clara

294-9131

GOOD LI CK ON FINALS

7:00 A.M.
10:30 P.M.
Tuesday
thru

BEAU TIES I
ENGAGED

Sharon West, senior speech
correction major from San Jose
to Mike Buchner, graduate student in economics. A June 21,
1969 wedding is planned.

" ri I
ler ,e a,e. made

le,
and
que
pl.!.

’
d

e t.ssues
cl the eye. Conseeye cannot handle
.gn object without help.
m order to correct for
Mc!’
Nature’s lack of foresight.
you t dve 10 use lens solutions to
make your contacts and your eyes
compatible
There was a time when you
neectea tyro or more separate
,

ons to
,. mod.,
d care
fcr ,c,ur contacts. making
them ready for
yOur eyes. But now
Lensine from
the makers of
Munne. Lensine.
for contact comloo and convenience.
Lensine is the one solution
for complete contact lens care.
Just a drop or two of Lensine coats
and lubricates your lens. This allows the lens to float more freely
in the natural fluids of your eye.
Why/ Because Lensine is an "’soton,c’ solution, very much like
your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards he build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.

Ard r.oaking your contacts in
I r
between wearing petiodS
you of reoncr lens :iyr.
YOu get fr.. ;,,’,..,ng.slor.
..vith
:
len; cm: !lorn of every
;
It
becn demonstrated that
iMproper storage between wearings perm.ts the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure
cause ol eye irritation and. in
some cases, can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in
Lenstne because it’s sterile, selfsanitizing. and antiseptic.
Let caring for your
contacts be as convent
ient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine
Mother’s little helper.

LENSINE

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

VoteLl-EuRYEt

Susan Jenson, sophomore philosophy major at De Anza from
Sunnyvale to Lee Poague, junior
English major from Sunnyvale.
All August 24, 1969 wedding is
planned.

Susan Fontaine Lydle, senior
journalism major from San Diego to Peter Michael N(4%011, WhO
attended the University of Virginia vitere he majored in history, from Mantissa, Va. No wedding date has lxen set.
Deanna Frelmark, new accounts clerk at Crocker Citizens National Bank from San
Jose to Harry Frazier, graduate
student in secondary education
from San Carlos. An August 9,
1969 wedding is planned.

Sunday

Before settlittg down to the books Tante in and let
Howard whip you up a finals special.

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara
1111169904111111101Keet*.W..We’eWWWterefletolewtettlett

All
Head Skiis
Reduced 20%

KSJS
will be
broadcasting during
registration week.
Listen for music and
information about
classes.
KSJS
90.7 Megacycles FM

800 South Bascom
San Jose, California
California’s Oustanding Ski Specialists
SALES
RENTAL
287-5363
286.4848
.#41#1410104444044.Wrie...#4efiWe’,eitielet4’

t
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ALL
HEAD
SKIS
REDUCED

sr tRT.I.N

TOP
PRICES

25%
ALSO
SELECTED

Sweaters & Pants
25% to 5043/o off

Reed

Cport
Chop

PI ...,. u, Latta Kelly

OPPOSING FORCES MEET as Phil Stewart,
AFT runner and SJS studeni., confers vith
Frank Schoff, an SJS security guard, during
Monday night’s all-night vigil in Pres. Robert
D. Clark’s office. Stewart relayed messages
kern end t the 28 striking AFT members ef

3151 Alum Rock Ave.
258-5305
ill1101111111111111111ilin111111111111111011110110111111111111111111111linininitimuniT

Local I 362. AFT is asking Pres. Clark, who did
not spend the night in his office, to clarify
kis position on the five-day regulation of the
California Education Code which calls for
faculty resignations after five consecutive absences without cause.

REPRINTED FROM

THE DAILY MANI, Champaign, Ill.
April 27, 1968

Course Increases Reading Speed
Students Can Comprehend
At 2,500 Words Per Minute
By ED SEJUD
D.’lly
Staff Writer
Speen reading does havn its little problems.
An my hand hurried MICTOSS the
pages. making an audible "swishing" sound, I became aware of a
certain stillness in the library.
Looking up from my book, I confroateri an assortment of stunned.
bemused, disgusted and genuinely
sympatiotic countenances on the
laves of my tablemates, all silently
asking, "Hey fella. what’re you do.
ing with your hand?"
Srsees1 reading!" I cried, jumping tit my chance to showoff, "I
c,r1 read 2,000 words per minute
tv. dm), comprehend more, get less
.1,d, complete the assignment and
STILL log more drinking time
titan ever before, FURTHERMORE
.".-and so the lecture contin
ted, ending with ". . That’s no
just plain fact."
t’s true hcerever. Wednesday
nirtitt tne Readiag Dynamics Instiidti. eraduatci its first University
casting that its students had
irrs ased their average reading
speed by five times and had made
substantial increases in compre.
hension as well. Other classes will
be graduated Thursday, Friday and
into next week with similar results
it’s the payoff on a gamble

that takes nine weeks to pan-out.
Furst of Kind
The Evelyn Wood ’’Reading Dynamics" course is the first of its
kind to be offered on the University campus. It works on a new
principal which uses the reader’s
own hand as a "pacer," contending that you don’t have to mental.
ly repeat ("sub.-ocalize") all that
you read, but rather thal you can.
when properly insteneted.-open a
direct charnel between your mind
and the printed page. In theory. a
person can read (and compre.
hetid!) as fast as he can see, with
his top speed limited only by his
ability to turts pages. Phenonienal
results have been obtained by ex.
eeptional students, many attaining
speeds in excess of 25.000 w pm
without sacrificing comprehension.
Students at the Reading Dynam
lcs Institute learn to read DOWN
the page rather than across it.
Their eyes flow across the pages
in soft-focus rather than in the
jerky and old fashioned "single fixation" method.
Dynamic readers actually learn
---to read lines BACKWARDS as well
as straight down’ At exceptionally
high speeds, it doesn’t matter what
back,
direction you read a
wards or forewards, it’s all the

same.) Dynamic readers soon learn 1
to read groups of lines at a single
glance, often reading the second half of a paragraph before evcn
"eIng
the finthalf!
Greater Command
Reading dynatnically. you obtain
s stealer overall command of the
material, as especially evident in
long novels where one often forgets the beginning of the story by
the titre he reaches the end.
Instead of bypassing "War and
Peat, dynamic readers can only
complain, "Oh hell, I’ll have to
waste two hours reading itr"
Ideally, such a concept offers
printed material as if it were a
painting. a sculpture, or other work
of sit. The reader considers it as
a whole. ac a complete. single en.
tity rather than an agglomeration
f pages, paragraphs or chapters.
Because such readers make
fewer eyelixations and mental rep.
elation, than ordinary readers tjwy
kre less succeptible to eye fatigue
and the usual headaches and drow.
siness.
Since it is a manual skill rather
than a function of intelligence, it
doesn’t matter what the reader’s
IQ is. While P.E. majors still won’t
I understand texts on nuclear physics, they’ll be able to read non technical material at speeds equal
to their technically oriented class
mates.

Paul Witcher, super-reader who
corducts the course, is an instructor equal or better than any youll
find on the University payroll. His
classes are chearful and competent with an informality that offers
welcome relief from the dreary
University classes whicb students
are so steeled against.
The price Is a factor which discourages prospective students, but
it’s cheap by any standards.
If a student avails himself of all
the facilities offered by the Insti.
tude end attends all the class ses
sions, the price boils down to only
about $2 an hour, cheaper than
any private tutoring you’ll ever
find. Spread over four years, the
course can saie thousands of study
hours and can probably affect a
boost in a student’s grade.point
average. Assignments which once
took days can be accomplished in
a matte of hours, leaving more
time for other pursuits (fun, drinking, girls, etc.). The Institute estimates that it can save average stu
dent.s 350 hours of study time each
semester
probably an
understatement.
Class Sessions
Class sessions are two and a half
hours long and Ede held once a
week (for eight weeks) In Lando
Place Optional drill sessior,s are
held free each day et noon an the
YMCA, wan private counseling

available as often as neceseary.
Atter the initial payrnent (which
can be made in weekly installments) everything is provided bY
the Institute. The st..dent hrings
only the essential apparatus las
hand.
I attended the course in my
eu itomary manner, coming late to
classes, often without the assigned
homework and with,sut attending
even a single optional drill session
Nonetheless, I managed to increase
rny reading rate by five times and
can now read average material at
about 2.000 wpm with good comprehension. !afore diligent students
raised their reading rates by more
than ‘.0 times, with accompanying
increases in comprehension.
You still feel a little silly in the
library, but finishing half
semester’s reserve.file readings at a
crack is more than worth it. The
money.
course (which carries
back guarantee) seems valuable
investnient for any student. or tinyone with great reading demands,
and will undoubtedly gain popular.
ity as its reputation spreads.
By the way, an average dynamic
reader could have read this article
in about 30 seconds.

Why not read
as fast as
you think?
You can. Incredible as it may seem, you don’t
have to be satisfied any longer to read at 300,
400, or even 500 words a minute. You can read
by sight only and read without saying the
wortis to yourself, one at a time. You can do
it, and quickly, using a revolutionary new,
tested and proved reading discovery.
It is called The Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics Course. It was discovered in 1945
by a Utah schoolteacher named Evelyn Wood.
Based on her findings and research, the Reading Dynamics Course was established in 1959.
More than 400,000 men and women from
all walks of life have successfully proved that
they could triple their reading speed with equal
or better comprehension and recall. Thousands
of college students have taken the Course and
can now read all of their assignments in onethird to one-tenth the time, and with better
untlerstanding and recall.
Accept our invitation to come to a FREE
Demonstration. We’ll show you a documented
tilm of actual interviews with Washington Congressmen who have taken the Course. As
Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin says,
"This wits one of the most useful educational
exporiences I have ever had." We’ll demonstrate how Reading Dynamics guarantees to
triple your reading ability or the Course won’t
cost you anything.
Take us up on our FREE one limn Demonst rat ion offer. See the Demonstration Schedule
in the box at the right.

Asi? about our special arrangements for
on-site proup Classes in Readir....xylnainks

FREE
DEMONSTRATION!

HYATT HOUSE
1740 N. First St.
San Jose

PHONE NOW!

327-2826

for your used
textbooks during
finals at two
convenient
locations

OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE OF TUITION REFUND
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute will
refund your tuition if you do not at least triple your
rtading index (reading rate multiplied by comprehension percentage) during the Course as measured by our
sitandardlzed testing program. This policy is valid
%heti roil have attended each classroom session and
completed the minimum daily assigned home drill at
the level specified by your instructor.

1
Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute
770 Welch Road
Palo Alto, Calif.

ri

Please send more information.
Please send registration form and schedule of
classes. I understand that I am under no obligation.

n

1/20/69

LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
Am

a Wading Dynamics’ grail.
nat.., you are entitled to ul
a Relrealier (7ourse at nny
time. and as of ten aa you wish.
at any of he 150 Evelyn
Wood Rending Dynnmics
lie-idol.- in the Dulled Staleit
a,
I drupe.

Name

Street
City

<;;,;.

134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos

KAM Ofe-ers
itA1116,111,111

SIX’ lig

14.a ti

I

SI.MeS I er.

111

I

chren vice irresident
Diana Kelly will be secretarytreasurer.
Membership is open to anyone
who can present a portfolio of
protography he has compiled.
Further information is available
from Varie at 377-4855.

emAr you Me person who
barrassed to dance at parties because you don’t even know what

WUS

the dancers are doing? Or do
you know all the latest dances
hut have somehow never learned
The Filly?
Either way, you can benefit
from the instruction offered by
John.son at no charge to inon Feb. 21, 28
terested ALLitlt

SAN JOSE PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
_

Dance Cancelled

Ec.,,,,s WED. JAN. 2 2

llooril

’ oprim

iftr"TaX-Arzitsdr!

was

caricelled,

Chairman B.irry
i1,1 today.

lionifas

I tli

ufirl Mar. 7 from 2:30-3:30 p.m.
education

by

coordinated

and

Miss Annette Macdonald, Johnson will offer instruction in %VG101 in such dances as the African

Reg Broadcast
Class information, music and
ns.ws will be broadcast over
KSJS, 90.7 FM, during registia
Imo fur the spring semester.
The student -operated campus
radio station will set up remote
units lo handle all class cancellations, additions and changes and
report them immediately over
the air.

4f
4f,

il1,,
pbta4,

WHAT CAN ROTC OFFER YOU?

i.
.:

GREAT OPPORTUNITY - When the ROTC student is
.: appointed a commissioned officer in the United States
: Army, he will have achieved the enviable combination
: of a college degree in his chosen field and a position of
: leadership in the service of his country. He will be mak: ing the most of his potentialities for both a civilian and
:

i*

1:
:
:

:
,1
,1

military profession.

:
*
*

:
If yrmt have two more years at SJS, you may be eligible
t!^e rico" Army ROTC 2 -year program. You will
.,, io jo’n
: nrst attend a special six -week summer training camp at
Ft. Benning, Ga., and then complete the two years of
4,*
-0, Upper Divsien ROTC. As an upper division cadet you
per month, your uniforms, ond your mil.. will roccive SSO
.0 itnry textbooks. And inquire about our free flight train*
ing!
*
*
*
*
* For further information, phone 294-6414 Ex. 2722 or

i

:
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TECHNICOLOR’ PANAVISION .15
Prom WARNEN BROS -SEVEN ARTS WI
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL BOKOFFICE OR IY MAIL
CENTRAL BOXOFFICE LOCATED
AT CENIURY 21 fREATRE
OPEN DAILY
MOO TO 9:00 P.M.
EXCF.7 stitiPror

OPfN 12 00 NOON TO II
PERFOINANCI & PIM

P

.o.aav in. r

ere /53 $15
52 50
52 00
?
S.
.0110.
r.
et
30 1.11
53 SO
2250
Sun.,

:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
,1

come to Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall.

.7 00N
s2to12130
00000 N..0,«
0,1 30 PM 53 30 51 00
Z. 3r
Wo... Mat
? 1 30 pm
$2 for $3 00
r/0,01.
or 7 00Pu
vs,..iit250
SPECIAL ATTENTION 70
THEATRE CROUPS
Please Call 296.1263

*

*
*
*
*
4,
4,

:
:

.
*
.

.
..

:

?.:.:.: __1.0

UNITED STATES
10114
ARMY ROTC
’
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*
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I.JCPVIi, IS A GIVE
TAKE THING
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FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

TODAY

Twist, the Ilm^se, the A & 1, the

Sponsored by’ women’s physical

:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MIMMIIIIIIMMIMIIIME11111111114

d

KEENAN

,o I Pm dant t

[1: ,

lamsotrgl by the College Union
.

FRF,D Rt:
ETCLA C

Spartaguide

Women’s Physical Education To Sponsor
Lessons in African Twist, Filly Dances

Lill Vane. has
president of the Si Kappa Alpha Mu,

Skate and the Grapevine,
with no charge to students.
Johnson teaches on a part-time
basis for the Oakland Recreation
Department, and is well-known
throughout the Bay Area for his
knowledge of fad dancing, according to Miss Macdonald.
Further information c’em be obtained from Miss Macdonald at
Ext. 2106 on campus.

SpughetU Feed, 11:3U a.M.-1:30
p.m., MN:, Mall Center, 79 S. Fifth
St. "All y"u can eat" for 40 cents.
TOMORROW
B’rith Mlle!. Modern Hebrew class cancelled until after
semester break. No class to
night.

, 4 .4

SJS SW Club. Last day to signup for Ski Club Lodging. Only a
few spaces available out of 300.
Price is $13 for five nights. Signup at the Student Affairs Business Office, Bldg. R, before noon.

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people
Summer and year ’round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and application,
send $.1.00 to The Internat. al Student Information Service (ISIS),
133, rue Hotel des Munnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
MOTHER OLSON’S 10 A RDING 1 UP/DIV. rmmate to share 2 bdrm apt.
HOUSE. Best food in town. Linen & w/3 vets. Across St. from Eng Bldg.
maid service. On campus. 237 E. San Pool. $55 ’rno. 286-2695.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per Fernando, off. 122 N. Bth. $26.50/wk.
3 GIRLS NEED 2 bdrrn. furn. apt. or
year for married, good students. Also 293-6345.
house. $150 rno. or less. Anything avail.
excellent savings for single men over
7 BEDROOM HOUSE close to campus, able? Call 286-9912.
21. Cell George Campbell 244.9600.
Girls only. $425 per month. 292-9400.
DORM Contract for sale for sc:
JET PUGH’S TO EUROPE
EOakland/London/Oakland - June 19- REFINED FURNISHED Reams. Moles. semester. Contact Mary Morris 2r
Washburn Hall. 294-2916 or
K3oitsepriv.
No
Smoking
er
Drinking.
293227A
Sept. 6-$285. Los Angeles/Amster7649.
dam/Los Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
GIRLS: I bdrm. fon. apt 1/2 block from NEED ROOM In house or apt. Close
$42085ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
campus - $120. Elec. kitchen. 292-1327. to SJS. Rent up to $45, prefer lower.
Amsterdem-LondanAthens-Listson-YugoCal/ 294-3056. Female.
slaviaJopon. For information: VIC Club NEED THIRD ROOMMATE for smell
Nicely furnished & close to MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. YO..10 own
1213 ) 877.2271 or write 12735 Kling house.
campus. 630 S. 1 1th St. $50/month. 287- bedroom. $77.50Ino. $25 dep. 151 S.
Studio City, Calif. 91604.
5914.
13th St. #5. 297-5691. Call between
CLASSICAL GUITAR Instruction. Call DORM CONTRACT FOR sale in Waf- 7-9 a.m. & 7-11:30 p.m.
E -don. 287-5161.
fle Towers, Spring Semester. Call 287. 2 BDRM. APT. For rent for spring sem.
WANTED: A SENSITIVE BEING. Girl or 3481 Pat Sweeney, Room 507A,
2 balconies. $220/mo. Troy IV Apts. 460
e ewereness of self, whose 1 er 2 FEMALES WANTED to share S. 4th #14, 295.6423.
oke capacity for quality luxury 2 bdrm apt. Mere $17.50/rno.
.: or her for the major Rent in exchange for cooking and SPRING CONTRACT For Hi -rise dorm.
Contact Jonelyn Weed room 602A. 287.
which will be produced cleaning. Stu or Steve at 272-2123.
3481.
tinning of the Spring 69
seeks
PreLaw
Sr.
26
CASUAL
CLEAN
after
six
re.e. Call 225-4974
.0-TWO MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to
priv. rm in shared house. apt to $65. share w/2 others. Seporite bdrms.
Qo at Student Union.
or
Hofi, 19 units. 293-1233.
$52.50/mo. 660 S. I Ith 292-8226.
1969 TOWER LIST IS COMING!
WANTED: I or 2 female roommates. I UPPER DIVISION Girl spring semester
Wed. Jan. 29th, 9:30 A.M. 7th St.
$47.50. Call 2116.5122. 614 S. I Ith #10. to share 2 bdrm. apt. Contact Arlene or
AmATEUR TALENT AUDITIONS RENT: Elec. kitchen, 2 bath/ Julie 293-2699.
.
No pianos. Must have APT FOR
rm. for 4. 2 blks
,a.rnegr and transportation. 2 Ig bdons. Ample
BIG HOUSE on 12th St. P.sttiy fur
fo,rn .arnous. $230/mo. 287.4926.
fettlirler011,./0. T.141.111 & As...ocietes
-rrn
nished. Up to six girls. $299, Ingaire at
MALE ROOMMATE NIEDED for Spring 576 East Sarta Ciara St.
Serneste. 439 S. 4th. Apt 6. Call 287
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to shore
7862.
1 bedroom apt. with ,Isne other. $55 [no
AUTOMOTIVE 12
3 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. 2 292.7467.
bdrm/2bath. Just 2 blks from campus.
ONE
GIRL TO SHARE 2 bdrm. opt. with
7,remi, 327, 4 Upper division or grad preferred. 148 3 others.
62 IMPAl A. I n-1.
0/2 isloks from compu!..
me moos, good shape. E. Williarn *28. 287 4821.
bbl.
293-4170.
4484.
C /3
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE: Share COUPLE TO WORK on estate .n
others - 2 bdrm. apt. $42/mo.
PORSCHE RDST. TOP. Never used. fits ,virh
Gatos. Involves gardening, ho.sework
from CaMpuS. Cali 287.4943.
Ski rack 55-57 Chip, $7. Call 1
.
pool care and babysitting (wife ave.,
’-k
, Titer 7 p.m.
2 CONTRACTS For Sale. Allen Hall. able during do) :n exchange for separDON T MISS THIS! ’SS OLDS. Reblt. Male & Female contract. Call room 1268 ate guest house .vith utd. paid, Coll 354.
8877 between 3 & 5 r
^.
: . ’,taringS, hoses, wiring, re- or 2278 294-8741.
...I & water pumps: valve CONTRACT FOR SALE for spring se- UPPER DIVISION GIRLS. 2 bedrrn. furn.
reL’..
trans 4- extras. Exc. price mester. Halls of Ivy. 114 S. I 1th. Call apt. $35/rno. 294-1635.
sell. Call Stan 287.1674 or 297-1814.
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED. Male
mossage 295.1771.
FEMALE TO SHARE comfortable I spring semester. 641 S. I Ith St. Call
1965 FORD FAIRLANE. Must sell im- bdrrn. apt. w/pool for Spring. 476 S. 287-5984.
1,,,*4. Best offer. eoro.. p.s.. g/H, 2go 7th. Call Sheri.. 2913-4644.
2 GIRL ROOMMATES. Sr. or Grad. to
V-8. turquoise, ex. cond. #377-2637, 2 BEDROOM
BEDROOM APT. share
bdrm ’11/z bath at Lanai Apt.
before 4 p.m.
Amriable Feb. I. $55/mo. each. 1 block form.. pool, $44. 251.6274. Sue.
1 IDRM APT to share with 1 other girl.
’59 MGA. Needs body work. $200/bea from campus. 298.3377.
I OR 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm/2 bath 3 blocks from campus. $55/mo. Call
.fier. Coll 286-2931.
house 4 miles from campus. Carpets. 294-1722.
59 FORD. Power steering, radio & drapes, fret, garage. $75
util. Call MALE Priv, mom in plush new home
condition. $150/bpst
Good
286-9394 ravenirgs. Ask for Bev.
Sr or Grad. pref. Most be mature &
286-9747.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $50/mo. responsible. $70. 227.2467.
’ 56 CHEV. 4 dr. V-8. Excel. cond. R/H. Share with 3 others. 346 N. 7th #4. WOULD LIKE TO REW a private single
in, dependable. $200. Call Bruce Call 286-2974.
room very near campus. Please cal
2 A. 294 6019.
AVAILABLE Feb. I. Room to share in Mirga Al, 294 2927
large comfortable home. Female only, NICE APARTMENT. 2 bdrm. 2 bath.
two blocks from campus. Phone 297. Apt #16. 460 S. 4th. 11/2 blk. from camFOR SALE 131
9742 after
p.m.
pus. Elec. kit. Avail. now. 286.1644.
MALE UPPER Div. needed to share 2 2 MALE UPPER DIVISION students
U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Fee coats, Field bdon. apt. Neat, clean, fairly studious. needed for mod. 2 story apt. $45. 678
jackets. Bell bottom pants. leather & $62.50/mo. Feb. I. 298.0700 after 3.
E 1 Ith. Call 287-3643.
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP- I FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large 4 barns. MO FEMALE Roommates needed for
PIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet good. house $45/rno. Share bdrm. Call 207. Spring Semester. Nice Apt. on 10th St.
ies. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Stotts. 4074.
po. Call 292.6378. Cats OK.
375 E. Hedding St. Between 8th &
1/k
9th St. Free Parking. Open Sat. & Sun. MALE ROOMMATE needed for spring GIRLS! 2 bdrrn. modern. f,-10th
#4.
S.
to SJS 0/:, baths. 7,,:‘ .2
529
286-3279
blorlr
-no.
sem.
$55
Closed Mondays.
...NNOUNCEMLNTS 111

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

GUITAR. 6 STRING Harmony #165. $25.
Call 294-8722.
GIBSON 12 STRING GUITAR. Good
cond. Sacrifice $1 50/offer. Cell 2467974
after 6 p.m,
STEREO EQUIPMENT. Separate or all
together. Bogen TR 100X Receiver, Koss
Pro4A head set, Warfedale W20 speak.
ers, Sony TC255 Tape deck, Garrard
MKI150 Turntable. 294-8722.

C_

Inpr

r

SKI PARKA. Size L. Only worn 4 times.
Too large for owner. $35. 297-5691 call
ber...nr 1 9 n,r, R, 7 I I 3i.)

ANY STUDENTS who have
Photography work or. the
of the new College Union
tee+ Gale Amur. 294-6414,

COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK
21 hours per week. Irnmed,re openings
in our reference programming dept.
Learn techriques in marketing and
sales promotion. $168 per month guar.
entries/. Public contact work with man
ger:al experience. Call M. Lenz. 2861650 bet. 9 a.m. & 3 p.m.

1.1‘,

ISM tirtran

,.triffM irqn
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TYPING. IBM Pica. Ecperienced. 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
Eroen,ced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM ESCHES
Free delivery. iree service. No contreot.
Call 251 259.
---- --SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. ExperiWoll
Edit. 21/2 mi.
enced & Respons,ble.
from SJS. Mrs. Aslaniar. 298-4104.
HEATHERLEE DAY NURSER7f-Summerhill- type philosophy. Call 297.
1523 or 286-4540.
TYPING, Etperienced, dependable. rea
speon,:bi.et,c.I2h9e4sici,3113noriuscripts, term pa PLAYGROUP - PRESCHOOL
FULL DAY OR PART-T1ME
Experienced Teari.ers
Relaxed, Childdirecied atmosphere
IABYSITTING, Full or Parttime. Special
kituatpr. M2 h2o9m5:54N9ear SJSC. 2958437 in A.M.
BABYSITTING Close to campus. Reasonable rates and excelle.- --are. 287 44163.

TRANSPORTATION

191

PHOENIX: LEAVE San Jose Wed. 1/29.
Arr. - W 1 2 17 ’62 T Bird. Rider
.
(-neck 297-1754
POSSIBLE OPENING mr male or (erne
for two wrimli trip Kr Mexico. ienve ebo, r
Jan. 30. Call Geome 286.44?0.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or oheck.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

1-6
*SAY THEM !DIDN’T NE MI55 QUE5TION #74, -too
-----------------------------------------------------------------CLASSIFIED RATES
No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here

Minimum
Three lines
_One day

lines
lines
lineilines

One day

Two days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.252.75
3.25
3.75

**

.50

.50

O’i

Four days

/1

I

2.40 -2-.-0--3.602.90
-fa-- 3.60--I
3.90
4.00
.50

.50

Print Name
Addre)ss
City

0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
D For Sale (3)
.. ...

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Five days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
\

MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
rings icr Getting on4a.wc.i. married, sherr
ing water. George Larimore. Old Town,
Los Gatos. 354 8804.
--EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Eleetric,
Mefi
Masters- Reports -Dissertations.
anne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave. Call
San
Jcse.
371.0395.
STUDENT TYPING ir my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baster.
Phone 244-6581.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area. IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948.1781.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term papers. etc. Call 258-4335.

o ff

NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrm,
Nicely furnished. shag rugs, pool, rec
room. 470 S. I Ith, #1. 287-7590.

Add thisamount for
each addi
tional line

II

...ERVICLS 181

MWF
9:30-11:30

HOUSING (

3
4
5
6

$

WORLD PEACE BEGINS IN YOU. Dial
Fe,ice of mird, Day or N.ght, 294-3333.

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30- 12:30

LAW OFFICE:
Steno/recpt, needed.
9.12, Mon. -Fri. $1.65/hr. Call 295.5709.
1.5 p.m. for appointment.

Give llu. books to us.
Take lots of In011ey.
NON% isn’t love beautiful?

’Rot

done Art or
construction
please con.
Ext. 2763.

PERSONALS 171

1:30 to 3:30

HELP WANTED 141

4:

ingn

Weranrcany

j14--SPARTAN DAILY

Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
0 Lost end Found (6)

Personals (7)
P Services (8)
0 TronsportatIon (In

For
Enclosed Is $

_
Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to
appear.

_ Days

1

